Studying attention behavior has its social significance because such behavior is considered to lead the evolution of the friendship network. However, this type of behavior in social networks has attracted relatively little attention before, which is mainly because, in reality, such behaviors are always transitory and rarely recorded. In this paper, we collected the attention behaviors as well as the friendship network from Douban database and then carefully studied the attention behaviors in the friendship network as a latent metric space. The revealed similar patterns of attention behavior and friendship suggest that attention behavior may be the pre-stage of friendship to a certain extent, which can be further validated by the fact that pairwise nodes in Douban network connected by attention links beforehand are indeed far more likely to be connected by friendship links in the near future. This phenomenon can also be used to explain the high clustering of many social networks. More interestingly, it seems that attention behaviors are more likely to take place between individuals who have more mutual friends as well as more different friends, which seems a little different from the principles of many link prediction algorithms. Moreover, it is also found that forward attention is preferred to inverse attention, which is quite natural because, usually, an individual must be more interested in others that he is paying attention to than those paying attention to him. All of these findings can be used to guide the design of more appropriate social network models in the future.
Introduction
In recent years, online social networks, such as Twitter, Facebook, Flickr and MySpace, are widely used and are changing the way people communicate with each other and the way information is organized. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] In these networks, individuals are connected by online social relations, such as online friendships, and each individual as an information collector and filter tends to collect information that interests him or his friends (in many cases, friends may share some common interests 6 ). Therefore, useful and interesting information can be transferred along the online social relations efficiently. In the case of Douban (a popular online social network in China 7 ), each user has a mini-homepage listing his current online friends, reading books, seeing movies, hearing music, posting comments and recommendations, all of which will be automatically notified to his online friends. Besides, online social networks also provide rich material for social network researchers to study human behaviors. Recently, Grabowski et al. 8 investigated human dynamics in a virtual society of massive multiplayer online role playing games (MMORPGs); Leskovec and Horvitz 9 studied the communication activities in MSN network; Mislove et al. 10 studied the structure of multiple online friendship networks; and Xuan et al.
11
analyzed the structures of an ID-to-Phone bipartite network (ItPBN) describing the interaction between two social communication networks.
In the last few decades, interpersonal attraction constitutes a major field in the area of social psychology, 12, 13 where the initial focus of relationship-oriented social psychologists was just on the attraction process, primarily between strangers, while whether and how many such attention behaviors between strangers could evolve to some real social relations (e.g. friendship) between them in the near future still keep open problems. In fact, such abstract and transitory behaviors are quite difficult to collect and further to analyze on a large scale just by the traditional questionanswer method. Fortunately, nowadays online social networks may provide extra services that make attention behavior more concrete. For example, in Douban network, one may pay attention to the strangers he is interested in, and thus the system will provide him with all the information about these strangers in real time. Therefore, it can be expected that we may find some evidences about the relationship between attention behavior and friendship in Douban network. Attention behaviors also provide another way to disseminate interesting information between strangers and can be considered as some weak ties among individuals. Such weak ties may have their social significance, 11, 14, 15 because it is found that, in many cases, people usually obtain useful information or opportunities through acquaintances rather than close friends.
In this paper, on one hand, we collected the attention behaviors as well as the friendship network from Douban database on Mar. 18, 2009 . The attention behaviors were measured in the static friendship network as a latent metric space. It is revealed that the creation of an attention behavior is not completely random and has its own pattern, i.e. there is an obvious trend that one prefers to pay attention to another with a shorter distance in the friendship network, which is very similar to the mechanism that the friendship is formed. Through describing the attention behaviors by a directed attention network, it is also found that the directed attention network and the friendship network have very similar degree distributions. On the other hand, we also collected the friendship links newly created in one month after Mar. 18, 2009 . It is found that, dynamically, pairwise nodes connected by attention links beforehand are indeed far more likely to be connected by friendship links in the near future. All of these phenomena suggest that, as is familiar in our daily lives, attention behavior can be considered as the pre-stage of friendship to a certain extent in social networks.
Generally, it is widely believed that new links are more likely to be formed between nodes with more common neighbors or higher similarities defined by many other different methods. [16] [17] [18] [19] However, for Douban network, this is not exactly true. We find that attention behaviors, as the pre-stages of friendships, are always more likely to be formed between nodes with more common neighbors as well as more different neighbors. Therefore, some link prediction algorithms may lose their effects to predict attention behaviors or friendships in the network. Besides, by comparing the occurring frequencies of different motifs [20] [21] [22] in the general attention network, it is revealed that, statistically, forward attentions are preferred in Douban network to inverse attentions. This is quite natural because, usually, an individual must be more interested in the ones he is paying attention to than the ones paying attention to him.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the background of online social networks and attention behaviors are introduced and real-world data are collected from Douban database. In Sec. 3, attention behaviors are measured in the friendship network as a metric space and a series of structural properties are proposed to characterize the similarities between attention links and friendship links. In Sec. 4, several structural properties of the directed attention network are investigated and the directed motifs are carefully studied. The paper is concluded in Sec. 5.
Background and Data Description
With the development of the Internet, more and more social relationships, such as friendship and coauthorship, as well as social behaviors, such as reading books, sharing photos, and playing games, are recorded in computers. Most of these records can be described by social networks capturing the connections among human beings, where each node represents an individual and two nodes are linked if they are online friends or reading the same books, and so on. Among these behaviors, the behavior that someone pays attention to another attracts relatively little attention from network researchers, one of the possible reasons may be that this type of behavior is always transitory and rarely recorded.
Originally, "attention" is a cognitive word described as the sustained focus of cognitive resources on information while filtering or ignoring extraneous information. 23 As is remarked by James in his textbook Principles of Psychology 24 : Everyone knows what attention is. It is the taking possession by the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one out of what seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought. Focalization, concentration, of consciousness are of its essence. It implies withdrawal from some things in order to deal effectively with others, and is a condition which has a real opposite in the confused, dazed, scatterbrained state. In short, attention is a filtering process to gain interesting or useful information from the environment more efficiently. Similarly, when an individual as the attention payer (P) pays attention to another individual as the attention receiver (R) in social networks, it just means that P is interested in some of R's activities, such as reading books, seeing movies, hearing music, etc., and further wants to learn more about him as soon as possible.
In this paper, we collect and carefully analyze the attention behaviors recorded in the Douban database. Douban is a website providing both social network service (SNS) and online database for books, movies, and music. Users are encouraged to build their friendships on the web, i.e. each user has a mini-homepage listing his online friends, which can be either real-world friends or online acquaintances. Moreover, all of his activities, such as reading books, seeing movies, hearing music, posting comments and the recommendations, are also displayed on the homepage. As a result, one can easily obtain all the information about his friends whenever he wants. However, the creation of a friendship link between two individuals needs both of their approval, which seems too restrictive and goes against the free spreading of information. In Douban network, in addition to the traditional online friendship, each individual can also add any other individuals to his list of attention without their permissions. In that case, attention behavior is unilateral, where attention payers can keep up-to-date with what the attention receivers are doing, i.e. the recent activities of attention receivers are automatically delivered to the corresponding attention payers. With the reason that the system will also provide each individual all the information about his friends, attention behavior is only considered to help one to gain interesting information from strangers more efficiently. Here, it should be noted that, although friendship implies a mutual attention between two individuals, they are still different concepts. In fact, in Douban network, attention links are not allowed between friends, while there may be mutual attention links between strangers.
The data was crawled from Douban's OpenAPI 25 on Mar. 18, 2009 through a breadth-first searching algorithm. Because friendship is mutual, i.e. all the friendship links are undirected, we were able to crawl the entire giant component (GC) of the friendship network. 10 Then, for each individual in the GC, we can easily obtain all of the strangers he pays attention to on the homepage and thus all the attention behaviors in the GC (an attention behavior in the GC means that both of its payer and receiver are in the GC) can be collected as well. A local friendship network of an individual and the attention behaviors in it are depicted in Fig. 1 . The resultant friendship network contains N = 504 912 nodes, E f = 2 855 895 undirected friendship links. At the same time, there are E a = 2 160 617 directed attention links. In the following, the attention behaviors will be measured in the friendship network as an underlying metric space. Besides, the directed attention network where individuals are linked by attention behaviors will also be carefully analyzed. Several basic statistics of the friendship network and the attention network are presented in Table 1 for comparison. 
Attention Behavior Measurement
The friendship network is the basis of many social systems and can be considered as a metric space where most social behaviors can be measured. So here, we will first briefly investigate the friendship network obtained from the Douban database. Several of its basic statistics are presented in Table 1 , and the degree distribution is plotted in Fig. 2 (a), which can be fitted by two different functions. For most of the ordinary users with relatively small number of friends (k ≤ 100), the degree distribution can be fitted very well by an exponential decayed power-law function, i.e. P (k) ∼ k −γ e −ηk , with the parameters γ = 1.3 and η = 0.015. Such exponential a N is the number of nodes, r is a correlation coefficient of degrees at both ends of the links defined in Ref. 27 . For the (undirected) friendship network, k is the average degree, kmax is the maximum degree, C is the average clustering coefficient, L is the average shortest path length, and D is the diameter. For the (directed) attention network, aout is the average outgoing degree which equals to the average incoming degree a in , a max out is the maximum outgoing degree, and a max in is the maximum incoming degree. For completeness, r, C , L , and D for the corresponding undirected attention network are also presented. The clustering function of the friendship network, which can be fitted by a power-law function, i.e. C(k) ∼ k −ρ , with the exponent ρ = 0.48, which as well as the relative large value of the clustering coefficient C = 0.092 suggests that the friendship network is also highly transitive, i.e. people with common friends tend to be friends themselves.
decayed phenomenon is reasonable and has been revealed in many other social networks 8,9,26 because most people do not have the ability to cope with a large number of friends. While for the users with more than 12 friends (k > 12), the degree distribution can be fitted by a translational power-law function,
−γ , with the parameters k 0 = 12 and γ = 2.8. The heavy tail indicates that there are a small number of nodes with quite large degree in the friendship network. In most cases, these nodes represent organizations rather than individuals, therefore, they are able and sometimes are willing to interact with a large number of other users. Besides, the relatively large value of the average clustering coefficient C = 0.14 (only those nodes with degree larger than 1 are considered) as well as the power-law clustering function C(k) ∼ k −ρ with the exponent ρ = 0.48, as is shown in Fig. 2(b) , suggests that the friendship network is also highly transitive, i.e. people sharing common friends tend to be friends themselves.
Generally, in reality, once an individual pays attention to another, they may be friends in the near future with a much higher probability. In other words, attention behaviors may promote the evolution of the friendship network, which can be partly validated by comparing directed attention links and undirected friendship links in the friendship network. Each attention behavior has a distance representing the shortest path length between the attention payer and the attention receiver in the friendship network. Similarly, each friendship also has a distance representing the shortest path length between the two sides of the friendship after removing the link between them. It is obtained that the average attention distance is 3.07, whereinto the average reciprocal attention distance is 2.98, both of which are a little larger than the average friendship distance 2.62 but much smaller than the average distance of the whole friendship network 4.73. Moreover, it is found that the attention distance distribution seems very similar to the friendship distance distribution, while both of them are quite different from the distance distribution of randomly selected pairs of nodes in the friendship network, as is shown in Fig. 3(a) . In fact, we also collected the new friendship links created in the next month (Mar. 18-Apr. 18, 2009 ) between the nodes in the GC of the friendship network (Mar. 18, 2009), and found that, for a pair of nodes with a distance equal to 2, if they are connected by an attention link beforehand, they will be friends in one month with the probability equal to 3.4%, while if not, the probability is only about 0.11%. For more probabilities for pairwise nodes with different distances, please see Table 2 . The quite high ratio (higher than 30 when only the pairwise nodes with distance equal to 2 are considered) between these two probabilities can certainly further validate that attention behavior is the pre-stage of friendship in Douban network.
In order to reveal the attention preference of individuals, we denote with N a (l) the number of attention behaviors with distance equal to l, and normalize it with the number of all the possible pairs of nodes with distance equal to l in the friendship Table 2 . The probability that a new friendship link is created within a month (Mar. 18-Apr. 18, 2009 ) between a pair of nodes with distance equal to l, which is denoted by η 1 (l) when the pair of nodes are connected by an attention link beforehand, and η 2 (l) otherwise. The ratio between them is denoted by θ(l), i.e. θ(l) = η 1 (l)/η 2 (l). network N r (l) by Eq. (1),
In the same way, we also denote with N f (l) the number of friendships with distance equal to l, and normalize it by Eq. (2),
The normalized results are shown in Fig. 3(b) , where we can see that most individuals (>90%) in Douban network are indeed inclined to pay attention to or build friendship with the friends of their friends, and thus triangles come into being in the friendship network. It is quite natural because it is always much easier for an individual to obtain information from those closer ones both in real world or online social networks although the distance seems to be defined differently. In fact, the Internet provides people more opportunities to expand their friends' circles. Take Douban as an example. Suppose v i and v j are friends, v i can easily obtain the basic information of a friend of v j , denoted by v k , on his homepage, such as the username and the homepage link of v k . Then, whenever v i wants to, he can further gain more knowledge about v k by visiting his homepage. If v i is interested in v k , he may add v k to his attention list, and such attention behavior may further evolve into the friendship between them. Certainly, with quite a small probability, v i may also try to know about the friends of v k , and so forth, then an attention behavior or a friendship with longer distance may be built. The normalized probabilities shown in Fig. 3(b) can clearly tell the effect of the network distance on the formation of attention behavior or friendship, which, as far as we know, has not been carefully studied yet in the current literature. These parameters can also be used to verify social network models. For example, the simple model proposed by Dorogovtsev et al. 28 can explain both the power-law degree distribution and the power-law clustering function very well, however, it cannot explain the existence of links with long distance in Douban network.
Recently, researchers proposed several methods to calculate the similarity between two nodes in complex networks which is the basis of many algorithms, such as link prediction algorithms 16 and node matching algorithms. 29 The calculation of similarity between two nodes is mainly based on their common neighbors. For example, denoting with Γ(i) the neighbor set of node v i , Newman 30 directly quantified the similarity between v i and v j by the number of nodes in the intersection of their neighbor sets, as is defined by Eq. (3),
which is called common neighbors (CN ) similarity in this paper. Adamic and Adar high degree, as is defined by Eq. (4),
with the reason that, in society, two individuals both knowing a famous person (with large degree) does not tell anything meaningful about the similarity between them, whereas they both know a teacher in an elementary school implies a higher degree of similarity between them, e.g. at least, they may live in the same area with quite a high probability. Moreover, the CN similarity seems somewhat unfair because pairs of nodes with larger degree may always share more common neighbors and thus possess larger similarity. Therefore, in some cases, Jaccard similarity,
31
as a normalized form of CN similarity, is needed to eliminate the influence of the degree, as is defined by Eq. (5),
In the friendship network, a large number of attention behaviors have the distance equal to 2, and the similarity between two nodes with distance larger than 2 is exactly equal to 0 following the above methods. Therefore, we will just focus on those pairwise nodes with distance equal to 2 in the friendship network and study whether attention behavior is more likely to be formed between the nodes with larger similarity. The similarity distributions N (s), representing the number of pairs of nodes with similarity equal to s, of all the pairs of nodes and the attention behaviors, with the similarity derived by the three methods, are shown in Figs. 4(a1)-4(c1) respectively. Here, the similarity of an attention behavior is defined by the similarity between the attention payer and the attention receiver in the friendship network. Based on it, we further calculate the ratio of the number of the attention behaviors with similarity larger than s, denoted by N 1 (S > s), vs that of all the pairs of nodes with similarity larger than s, denoted by N 2 (S > s), by Eq. (6),
for the three kinds of similarities and present them in Figs. 4(a2)-4(c2), respectively. The increasing trend of the ratio P (S > s) when s < 61 for the CN similarity and s < 8.9 for the Adamic-Adar similarity proves that most individuals in the friendship network indeed prefer to pay attention to those highly similar (CN similarity and Adamic-Adar similarity) to themselves. However, denoting θ 1 (s) = N 1 (S > s)/N 1 (S > 0) and θ 2 (s) = N 2 (S > s)/N 2 (S > 0), the increasing trend will be terminated and the ratio P (S > s) will even fall as the similarity further increases when s > 61 for the CN similarity (θ 1 (61) < 0.03% and θ 2 (61) < 0.0003%) and s > 8.9 for the Adamic-Adar similarity (θ 1 (8.9) < 0.09% and θ 2 (8.9) < 0.002%). Denoting the difference between v i The similarity distributions N (s) of all the pairs of nodes (All) and the attention behaviors (Attention) with distance equal to 2: (a1) the CN similarity; (b1) the AdamicAdar similarity; (c1) the Jaccard similarity. And the corresponding ratio P (S > s) of the number of attention behaviors with similarity larger than s vs that of all the pairs of nodes with similarity larger than s: (a2) the CN similarity; (b2) the Adamic-Adar similarity; (c2) the Jaccard similarity.
and v j by Eq. (7),
the average difference of the attention behaviors and that of all the pairs of nodes with similarity larger than s can then be calculated by Eq. (8),
It is revealed that attention behaviors are more likely to be formed between nodes with more common neighbors as well as higher difference especially when CN similarity s > 61, as is shown in Fig. 5 . This is also the reason why the Jaccard similarity loses its effect in predicting attention behaviors in the friendship network, as is shown in Figs. 4(c1) and 4(c2).
Attention Network Analysis
In fact, attention behaviors themselves form a directed attention network, in which each node denotes an attention payer or receiver and each directed link represents an attention behavior pointing to an attention receiver. Then each node v i has an incoming degree a in (i) and an outgoing degree a out (i) representing the number of attention behaviors it receives and initiates respectively. Several basic statistics, such as the number of nodes and the average/maximum incoming/outgoing degree for the directed attention network, as well as the average clustering coefficient, the average shortest path length, and the diameter for the corresponding undirected attention network, are also presented in Table 1 . Besides, the incoming and outgoing degree distributions of the attention network are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) respectively, each of which can also be fitted by two different functions, i.e. the exponential decayed power-law function when a in ≤ 100 or a out ≤ 100 and the translational power-law function when a in > 12 or a out > 12.
A closer look will reveal that the outgoing and incoming degree distributions of the attention network and the degree distribution of the friendship network have very similar formations and parameters, which can be mainly attributed to the strong correlations among these different types of degrees, i.e. k, a in , and a out . Generally, the nodes with higher outgoing degree tend to possess higher incoming degree, and averagely speaking, for most of nodes with a out ≤ 100, it is satisfied that a in ∼ a 0.8 out , while the correlation between k and a out seems a little weaker, i.e. k ∼ a 0.6 out , as is shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(c) respectively. Such statistical positive correlation is quite reasonable: on one hand, statistically, an individual paying attention to a larger number of other individuals can receive more extensive recip-rocal attentions; on the other hand, once an individual pays attention to more of others, his basic information, such as the username and the homepage link, may be left in more homepages and thus can attract more attention. However, it does not mean that one can certainly attract more extensive attentions just by originating more of them. It is found that the conditional incoming degree distribution P (a in |a out ), as is shown in Fig. 7(b) , tends to be more uniform as a out increases, which suggests that, one may still attract a few attention from others although he originates a large number of attentions. In fact, there are always a relatively fixed proportion (e.g. 8%) of nodes possessing very small incoming degree (e.g. a in < 2), regardless of how large their outgoing degrees are (e.g. a out > 20), as is shown in Fig. 8(a) .
In many cases, basic subgraphs (sometimes also named as motifs 20 ), such as triangles and squares, are considered to be playing very important roles in information processing and transferring, and thus are studied by many network researchers. 21, 22, 32 In this paper, we will also reveal all the directed triangles in the general attention network. It should be noted that here the links in the friendship network are also considered as a part of bidirectional links in the general attention network, because these two types of links play very similar roles in transferring information. The seven directed triangles ranked by their occurring frequencies are presented in Table 3 . Generally, the triangles with more bidirectional links occur more frequently, i.e. F (1) > F (2) > {F (3), F (4), F (5)} > {F (6), F (7)}, which can be partly attributed to the larger number of the friendship links than that of the attention links. Another reason may be that friendship is a stronger social relationship than attention. Therefore, one may prefer to build friendship with or pay attention to the friends of his friends but not the attention objects of his attention objects.
Generally, for every three different nodes, there are 12 different cases to form a directed triangle with only one bidirectional link, as is shown in Fig. 9 , and b It should be noted here that the links in the friendship network are also considered as a part of bidirectional links in the attention network, because these two types of links play very similar roles in transferring information. The triangles marked by "⊕" represent forward attentions meaning that an individual pays attention to the ones that his attention receivers pay attention to, whereas the triangles marked by " " represent inverse attentions meaning that an individual pays attention to the ones paying attention to his attention payers. . It can be found that P (a in < η|aout) decreases steadily as aout increases from 1 to 20, then it almost keeps a relatively high level, e.g. P (a in < 2|aout) ≈ 8%, regardless of how large the outgoing degree is (when aout > 20). This phenomenon suggests that one may still attract a few attention from others with quite a high probability although it originates from a large number of attentions. (b) The conditional probability P (k < η|aout) as functions of outgoing degree aout for different values of η = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. Generally, for every three different nodes, there are 12 different cases to form a directed triangle with only one bidirectional link, as is shown in Fig. 9 , and eight different cases to form a directed triangle with no bidirectional link, as is shown in Fig. 10 . In Fig. 9 , cases 1-3 correspond to T 3 , cases 4-6 correspond to T 4 , and cases 7-12 correspond to T 5 , while in Fig. 10 , cases 1-6 correspond to T 6 and cases 7-8 correspond to T 7 . If there is no preference when an individual selects his attention objects, in other words, attention behavior is completely random, then in each figure, all the cases will occur with a same probability. Therefore, F (3) : F (4) : F (5) must be close to 1 : 1 : 2 and F (6) : F (7) must be close to 3 : 1. However, in the general attention network, T 3 and T 4 instead occur more frequently than T 5 , and the ratio of the occurrence frequency of T 6 vs that of T 7 is even larger than 30. Such distinct difference could be a result of the website design, because online social networks always make it easier to navigate forwards than to navigate backwards. However, it is not true for Douban network where we find that the information about one's attention payers and receivers are equally shown on his homepage. Therefore, this phenomenon just implies that, in social networks, the forward attentions, i.e. the triangles marked by "⊕" in Table 3 , are more common than the inverse attentions, i.e. the triangles marked by " ." It is quite natural because, usually, an individual must be more interested in the ones he is paying attention to than the ones paying attention to him. And such preference can be further transferred, that is, an individual is more interested in the ones that his attention receivers are paying attention to (⊕) than the ones paying attention to his attention payers ( ).
Conclusions
In society, once an individual is attracted by someone else, he may first pay attention to that someone in order to efficiently collect information about what the person loves to do, and then build certain fixed relations like friendship with him by suiting his fancy. So attention behavior could be considered as the pre-stage of friendship to a certain extent, which is validated on a large scale at first time in this paper by studying attention behaviors in Douban network. Interestingly, it is also revealed that attention behaviors are more likely to be formed between nodes with more common neighbors as well as more different neighbors, which indicates that some link prediction algorithms, especially those based on Jaccard similarity, will lose their effects to predict attention behaviors or even friendship in some social networks. Besides, the study on directed motifs in the general attention network shows that forward attention is always preferred in social networks to inverse attention.
All of these findings may help network researchers to design better social network models in the future.
Certainly, attention behavior may also be influenced by many other factors, such as the individual's age, gender, nationality, and so on. Studying how these factors affect the attention behaviors between individuals in social networks is also very interesting and belongs to our future work.
